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PERIL OF THE EAST

along the caaal.and -returning at,rtight
to the hip which *ill sail out to anchorage in the open sea to escak post
sibl•e, danger of yellow fever.

Joint Policy to Prevent this GOVERNMENT
r
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Japanese Minister Wants Explanation
of William's Remark to an
American Congressman.
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SUPPLEMENTAL
PETITION IMISS LELIA BROWN AND MR.
WOMEN
FIGHTERS.
YESTERDAY FILED BY
GUS ROUFF ARE TO MARRY
INGS/14:
LAWYER MARTIN.
NEXT WEEK
I
Dena Beale, Colored, Accidentally
at Panama Destroys More Than
Hurt Man in Falling.
Twenty Houses. 'SP
Order Made Instructing Trustee to Miss Ina Baridsy and ()ear Denlzer
Ti:: police are looking for one
Colon, Sept. 27.—A terrific fire has
Re-Sell Wagon Works Building
1..s.ona Beale, a cokred woman, who
Wedded Last Evening—M. e
started in Bolivia street, near the rail
—Cenunissioner Left.
is charges with engagee ii, a scrap
Glisson and Lloyd esage.
road buildings.
Several valuable
with another negro woman aboard a
properties already have been destroystreet car just as it was starting from
ed. The railroad buildings so far are
the carnival grounds last night. The
Yesterday Referee Bagby, in bankNext
Wednesda
Lelia
Istbss
Brown
y
safe. The postoffice is destroyed and
ruptcy, did not make the order in- and Mr. GUS, Ruff will be united in other woman knocked down the
the fire is still raging and buraing structing
that there be sold Eighth marriage at the borne of the bride, Beak riegyess, who fell across the
nerthward. If the wind shifte'to the and
Jones street property belonging who reedes with her sister, Mrs. lap of Editor John Meloan, as mennorth the whole town will be imper- to Dr.
Herman T. Hessig, who filed a Thomas Scopes, out on the Mayfield tioned in another column, with an
iled.
petition in bankruptcy, and whose es- road near the corporate limits. It will open knife in her hand. The blade
6:30 a. m —The fire was eetinI
t
th tate is being wound up. Lawyer Ar- be a quiet
home affair witnessed by of the knife penetrated the editor's
ed this morning. More than
thur Martin, one of the trustees, yes- only the intimate friends and rSla- leg badly injuring him. The scraphouses were destroyed. The reamed terday filed
i pets got' away before they could be
a supplemental petition, tives.
property i- intact. All the Paeitlima setting
up additional facts in the matcaught.
The
yoting
popilar
lady
is
a
girl
government offices and leased bid- ter, and this
resulted in the court fssessing considerable beauty of an
C. E. Faith, white, was arrested
trigs wcr burned to the ground. holding off in
making the sale order, attractive nature and is highly esteem last night by Officers Johnson and
Hardly anything was saved. A con- which is for
disposal of .the property Sri by everybody. Mr. leouff is the Rogers on the charge of being drunk
servative estimate places the damage to satisfy a claim
held against. same well known truck gardner who re- and disorderly.
at $50,000.
by Mrs. Katherine Hessig, mother of sider
, several miles from the city on
the physician'.
the Mayfield road.
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Hungarians Drawn Togeth-

er by Kirigis Bruskness
NOW TALK I,OUDLY
01 A REVOLUTION

Sentiment Now Said to Be of Unprecented Strength—Europe
Fears From Ceinditions.

THE COSTITUENTS ISSUE
MANIFESTO TO NATION
,da

- New York, Sept. 27.--• While the
visit ef ble Witte to the German emLondon, Sept. 27.—Englishmen are
peror is stated to be in connection
asatching the course of events in
with the coining peace conference at
Austria-Hungary with the keenest
The Hague, the real object of the
anxiety. They believe that the situaRussian statesman's interview with
tion contains the seeds of immediate
Prince Puelow, Baron Reichthoffen
danger to the peace of central Euad Emperor William, is to arrange,
rope.
declared a Herald dispatch from BerSell Wagon Property.
All the news reaching London inEvening Nuptials.
lin, some joint policy to stem the
Referee Bagby did issue the ordicates that Hungary is seething with
Last night at 8:30 o'clock in the
danger christened the "Yellow Peril"
der directing Trustee Roy W. bec- presence
anger and that the revolutionary senof many friends and rela- TEST
in the Far Emit.
CASE BE SUBMITTED TO timent is of an
Kinney, of
the Pachicah Wagon
unprecedented
According to a Times dispatch MRS. J. N. REED FILED BIG works, to again sell the two story tives Miss Ina Barkley .and Mr. OsJUDGE REED TODAY AT
strength.
Emperor Franz Josers
car Denker were united in marriage
SUIT AGAINST SEWING
from Berlin, the Tagablett today asbrick building at Second and WashBENTON.
brusqueness to the Hungarian deleat the home of the young lady's parMACHINE COMPANY.
serts that the purpose of the secent
ington streets: The trustee has To
gation has welded all parties into one
trt*,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
Barkley, of
visit of the Japanese ministel• to
advertise the property, and set the
and has rallied even the elements
Seventh and Boyd streets. The cereChancellor St:Ono was to request an
date for his sale at a latter period.
Judge a. W. Bradburn, of Bowling heretofore
ranked as
moderates
explanation of Emperor William's Claims That Five Years Ago Her This property was sold once before meny was performed by Rev. W. W.
• Green, Selected to Heats Walter
around the banner of the independArmstrong
,
of'
the
Trimble
street
reported remarks regarding the "YelHusband Illegally Transferred
to E. G. Faris, but the terms of sale
Holland Killing sCiditge.4.
ence party.
etbodist church, and was followed
low Peril" to the visiting American
•
.
Property to Corporation.
were not abided by and now it will
wedding
*tit
The 11114eburg dynasty appears now
lady
congressmen. It is stated that the
a
ref
s
and
supper
ion
be put up again.
to be confronted with a practically
Japanese minister went away satisfied.
the young
father and
At Benton today there will be hnited Hungary.
other.
_
-111
News yesterday from Clinton, Ice,
Commissioner Left.
Necorted to Station by Emperor.
Both are among the city's best submitted to Judge Reed for decision
was that the day tefore there was
Barring continued outbursts of naLawyer J. Campbell Flournoy left
the suits filed in Marshall county tionalistic wrath
Gross Rominten, Prussia. Sept. 27. filed in the eirc•fit court
and patriotic demonthere a suit yesterday for Atlanta, Ga., on bus- nown and most popular young peoagainst the Interstate Life Assurance strations, no fresh
—M Witte, by invitation of Emperor for Waco° against the
ple,
the
bride
being
0114
the
handsome
to be gone several days. He
developments are
Singer SewNVil'iam, spent the night at the Ro- ing Machine company.
company of Indianapolis, Ind., where- expected before October
3, when the
The proceed- is the special commissioner selected and cultured of that number and is a
minten hunting lodge.
sues the coalition parties' executive commitincowas instituted by Mts. J. N. Reeil4 14.Judge Walter Evans, of the Unit- sister of Hon. Alben Barkjey, dem- in the state of Kentucky
.•
The Emperor and Prince Von who resides in Hickman county, and •M' States court at
Louisville to de- ocratic nominee for count/ attorney. company for $30an eachof.the sev- tee will meet to consider the situaEilenburg bosught the Russian states who was represented in the litigation cidee the steamer Chattanoo
The groom is the eteetned and effi eral actions of winkling o pbrties tion provoked by the crown's ultimaga bankman in an automobile to the railroad by Lawyers Moorman, Webb
taking insurance in the company. The tum There are unsubstant
iated rumand rtiOy proceeding. He was to pass *sent saddle maker at the Starks-Ullillation here at 9:15 this morning.
on the question by next Monday.,
n sulfite works on North Eighth jury has beeti waived in the matter ors that Edward, on the occasion of
Warren,of Mayfield.
The special train was not quite
In her petition Mrs. heed states bedehis absence and other delays ,will
et. Together with his bride they and the cases 'heard by Judge 'Reed his recent visit to Emperor Franz
ready and the emperor and
Witte that•fivs sears ago her !oisband ille- necessitate a postponement
edietely enter upon housekeeping will be test actions, the Jesull of Josef, gave the latter assurances of
of the
which will decide the balance of the British support should certain
talked for twenty-five minutes in the gally transferre I to the Sioger Sew- decision.
at 9artilinab1s street.
eventnsimilar proceedings instituted against aliti.. develop,
waiting room and then parted. The ing Machine soot pany COO
but it is almost certain
acres 31
/
this concern at different parts of the that the attitude of this
train takes M. Witte to Wirballen, land lying in Hio'cii is county, the tiMarried by Judge.
government
where it joins the express.
tle to which was not clear in his
Yesterday afternoon at the county state.
will remain one of entire aloofness
There is a law against giving a life so bong as the situation
name. Now she asks the court to
court house Judge Lightfoot married
retains its
lacy holders back any of present character of a purely internal
Did Witte Butt Into Moroccan Affair? either give her $too,000 or compel
Miss Fannie Glisson and Mr. Lloyd insurance
Berlin, Sept. 27.--The impression in the Singer sewing machine concern to
At fttencetflelff"tot crisis. This determination is born
A. Page, of Mayfield. They were ac- the
him to insure in that respective com- first,
some of the Paris newspapers that return the property to her, but
of esteem for the person of the
refund VEVAY, IND., PEOPLE SAY companied by miss Kittie Page and
ML Witte has endeavored to assist her for the ten or fifteen miln feet
THEY WANT ONE HARRY
Mr. Wm. Perry, and returned home pany. It is claimed that the inter- venerable king-emperor and secondly,
state cot•cem has been guilty of Ibis
trance in persuading Chancellor Von of timber the defendant company
. of England's traditielnal sympatbje-e
PHILLIPS THERE.
last night.
in mainnances
Buehler and Foreign Secretary Von has taken from the property during
abmilikoffety for Hungarian national aspirations,
snits have been filed against them dating
Ricbthoffen to accept Premier RCM- the five years just past.
from the time of Louis Kosfor $scip in each instance. .
net's Moroccan programme appears
The deal whereby the Singer lies- Said to Be Traveling for Stock Food
stab's exile to these shores.
Many lawyers and witnesses will be
most unlikely, although inquiries pie came into possession of the
Company and Charged With As
Anti-Irish organs have seized upon
before the judge today at Benton to
made on the subject have not re- ground, was made through then agent
saulting a Female.
testify and argue the proceedings. the narrowly averted war in Scandisulted in obtaining definite official at Cairo, and service by the court panavia and the "impending catastro•
information to what took place -at pers was gotten upon the
BARON KOMURA, THE ENVOY Whichever side loses .the actions will phe" in Austria-Hungary as an oerefenbe
carried
to
the
Witte's interviews with the Chan- tatives at that plate. The
highest
courts
in
TO LEAVE AMERICA FOR
on is
cesioa to point out afresh the fallacy
Yesterday information reached tithe
the land.
cellor and foreign secretary.
one of the largest crier
HOME.
e,
of home rule. Both situations are
city
that
there web wanted at Vevey,
It was learned, however, that Rus- this section of the countle ,
said to contain the moral that "there
Ind.? a young man named Harry Philsia's policy rpresent tends to entire character.
Another Judge.
is no permanent half-way house belips, supposed to be from the city of
non-interference in Franco-German
This morning early another special
tween complete union and total sepPaducah, Ky. The charge hanging He Expects a Cordial and Warm judge is expected to arrive
relations. France naturally would dehere en
CLERK'S OFFICE.
Welcome and Don't Fear
over
his head is that of committing
route to Benton to try the killing aration."
sire Russia's support against German
the People.
a criminal assault upon a woman of
diplomacy, but Russia's view seems
charge against Sheriff Walter Hollto be that the Moroccan qpestion does Several Wedding Licenses hared, and Vesay.
and, of Murray. He is Judge B. W. Tumultuous Scene in Lower House
The police know of no Harry phi:
Deed Recorded.
not concern her and that France and
Vicuna, September 27.—When the
Bradburn of Bowling Green, who was
ups, except a young man who was
New York, Sept. 17.--.The return to yesterday selected as the
Germany must settle their differences
special jur- lowerfhouee reassembled Tuesday the
The county clerk yesterday issued' released last week here in the circuit Japan of Baron Korrsura, the Japan- ist to sit in the matter in
themselves.
place of opening rnoinents were marked by.
marriage licenses to Oscar Deneer, court where he was charged wit ese peace plenipotentiary, began to- Judge Eli 'Brown, of Owensbor
o, who tumultuous social democratic demonaged at, and lam 0. Barkley, aged being implicated in theft of a watc day, when he left New York for Mon- resigned the place. A special
TYPHOON DOES
man stration against the 'premier, Baron
ereal. In the party also was Baron has to hear the proceeding
GREAT DAMAGE 19, of this city: Lloyd R. Pair, aged from J. E. Warlord at a resort
because Gautsch Von Frankentburn, who has
Kaneko and Aimar Sato, secretary to the regular judge, W.
21, and Tennis Gisson, abed 01, of West Court street.
M. Reed, is incurred the wrath of the social
It will be remembered that Aleck the peace envoy.
Strikes Manila, Leaving 8,000 Persons Graves county.
disqualified by airtime of being an at- democrats by his attitude on the
Yeltitna
and Harry Phillips were
Colored
people
procuring
a
license
question of election reform, he havThe Jappnese left over the - New torney for the prosecution.
Homeless.
were J. W. Clark, agek8, and Clem charged with stealing the ticker ft
ing advised el•e emperor to refuse to
York Central railroad in the private
consent to the introduction of uniNew York, Sept. v.—The Evening King, tired 37, of the city; William Villtrford and skipping out to Mayfiel car of Sir Wm. Van Horne, president
Bordeaux Sued.
Sun has a dispatch from Manila re- Skelton. aged32, and Blanche Liggon, where they were arrested several daps of the Canadian Pacific railroad, over
The
In the circuit ceert here yesterday versal sitfferage in Hungary
uproar lasted, for some time. .hotit,
porting a distractive typhoon in that aged 24, of this city. Each Of these thereafter. They were brought hetes which lines they will be transported Lawyers Taylor & Lucas briiiight
for
city The native districts were swept four negro parties have been mar - and held over to the grand jury wbff Trout Montreal t • Vancouver.
themselves against J. S Bordeaux, of "withdraw" and "resiot • being
brought in indictments, -but Phillips
away, fk000 persons are homeless and tied *ace before.
With Baron Komura went Dr. suit for $25o they claim due them heard above the general din
was released on his own bond, and
five Filipinos Were killed, and J00
itchard, who has atteeeled the pleni- as a lawyers fee for se:Niece performii thought to have left the city. ,
Deed Recorded
nersous were Minted. Hundreds of
Manifesto of Coalitionists.
potentiary during the attack of ty- ed for Bordeaux when he was arrestProperty on North Sixth be een e eThe telegram
yesterday from phoid fever which
building,
. were unroofed. Thousands
ed here some months ago for his conrecently
Btida
Peet, Hungary, Sept 27.—
prevented
Vevey stated that the Phillips wanted him
rif electric light wires were blown Clay and Trimble streets has
from leaving for Japan on the nection with the People's Home Pur- The committee of the coalitionists has
sold
George
by
*Amuled
for
a
W.
concern
Wilson
to
svi
that.
snaredown, filling the streets with flames
date set for his retura. lir physician chasing company. The 'services were issued a manifesto to the nation in"
until the current was turned off. ' L. Hardin for $2.575, and thif.AIAtd factored an especially prepared fonl may go as far as Vancouver.
never paid, and now sue, and also reply to the programme submitted to
The city was in darkness when the filed kw record with the countyrnalk. for stock and cattle.
ask for an attachment against Bor- its leeders by the emperor-king.
Baron
Kaueko,
acting
spokesas
The
authorities
do not know who it
dispatch 4as sent and all street trafdeaux's property here. They state
The manifesto declares that some
is unless it is the Phillips mentioned. man for Baron Kernura, said: "We they
fic was suspended. It was believed
FINANCE COMMITTEE.
think the accused is at Fort points of his majesty's, •erogramene
are
lefoking
forward
a
to
warm
and
and
they
believe this inrpossible as he
that shipping in the bay had warning
are not in conformity with the concordial reception. All this talk about Worth, Texas.
of the approach of the storm, but tip Meeting Be Held Tomorrow Even- got his liberty here only a few days the Tapanese people ikeing
stitution, referring trspecially to his
displeased
ago.
to the time the dispatch was sent the
ing By the Body.
contention that the question of the
with the work of the peace envoy is
SPECIAL
SESSION.
Ahipc were invisible 'on account of the
language of command in the Hunvery much exaggerated" '
. EbITOR INJURED
rain and had not cOMmunicated with
Tomorrow evening the ft nee comBaron Kornura feels deeply grate- Red Men Meet Tonight to Initiate garian army must be entirely elimithe shore.
mittee meets at the office f Auditor
nated from discussion.
ful for many courtesies and kindBig Class.
Alexander Kirkland for t
purpose Mr. John Meloan Victim of Peculiar nesses extended during his visit, and
It is asserted that this is equivalent
Accident Last Night.
of going over the bills h
against
CONSULTING ENGINEERS.
commended highly President RooseThi, evening the Red Men hold to the abolition of the nation's right
the city, and alse the pay us of the
velt's success in bringing the repre- the special meeting of their lodge at to control its own affairs, for which
Me. J. M. Mkloan. a well known sentatives of Japan and
Go To Panama Tomorrow to Inspect municipal officials and employes. The
Russia to- the assembly hall 'on North Fourth there is no legal authority
comtrittee goes over the accounts and newspaper man, was badly hurt last gether. The Baron said:
The newspapers characterize the
Big Darns
seteet, for the purpose of initiating
toile to get them in proper shape for night on a Broadway car. Two ne"Availing myself of this occasion, a large class of candidates. Tomor- etatements of the Austrian premier.
Washington, Sej
-Trt. 27.—The foreign allowance by the council next Mon- gro women got into a scrap and one
deem it fit that I should exptess
row night the election of officers oc- Baron Gautch Von Frankenthurn, in
the Reit-le:math yesterday, as unwarmembers of the board of consulting day evening, and aldermen the fol- hit the other, who fell across Mr. highest appreciation of the disintir- cureeand as that takes
up an entire
Mieleian with an open knife in her ester', energetic end
engineers "isf the Isthinian canal corn- lowing Thursday night.
unremitting ef- night,' the called gathering had to be rantable interference with Hungary's
hand which penetrated his right leg, forts of the president
ini.sion left this city Tuesday for Bos
of the succest- convened this evening in order to get Internal &nice.
inflicting
a deep wound. Mr. Meloan ful initiation and consummation r)f
ton, where they will tomorrow be
BRITISH TQ VISIT JAPAN:
the big class initiated.
was at the carnival with Miessirs Mac peace, MO to him
joined by the other members of the
humanity owes a
WEALTHY DRUGGIST
Gregor and Everett of the News debt of deep gratitude.
board to inspect the Aliiiithusetts dam
'
BLOW
OPEN
SAFE
'Hong Kong, Sept 27:---The British Dlemincrat and was -.talking to Mr.
IN
COMMITS SUICIDE.
"As the result of the war Japan
near that city.
SMALL OHIO TOWN.
China squadron, eonemanded by Vice Frank MicCreirv at the time of the ecundoubted
will
On Wednesday evening they will Admiral Sir Gerard
ly secure a well-re:fogDayton, 0., Sept. 27.—.The safe of
Noel, which is cidapt. Dr. Duly dressed Mn. MeChicago, Sept. 27.—Bruno H. Ga,
niztel position in the Far East. I have, the bank of Osborn, a town.
return to New York and from that visiting Port Dalny,
will proceed, Oc- loan's wound and thinks he will be
fifteen a wealthy druggist, shot and killed
however, no hesitation in affirming miles from here, was
city will sail at once for the Isthmus tober 2, to the
blown at 1 himself *in a room at the Auditorium
principal pmts of
for
.several days.
that there will be no break in the o'clock this morning
on the steamer Havana. The party Japan. The squadron
•
by burglars, *An Hotel early today. Mr. Goll, who
consists of *IP
continuity
of
Japan's
foreign policy. used nitroglyger4n. The safe-blowers was single,
expects to stay on the Isthmus for cruisers and two divisions of torpedo
had been in ill health, and._
Miss Maude Lemon ,of Mayfield, is Steadify and firmly
adhering to the escaped, but the amount of booty se- recently had
about a week, ntakirig deb tript boas.
•
•
been despondent. He left
heedOon a visit.
policy of peaceful expansion in come cured has not been
dktennined.
no message.

INSURANCE SUITS

STARTS TO JAPAN

Pans $6 oo to
for $.y, too
in, Mortis from
p_.$.75
adeems ranging
lo Sts oci;
a *-90

merce and industry. Japan will de-I
vote all her eneres
gi
with renewed
vigor to the development of her national resources."
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-WANT $100,000
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PUBLIC WORKS BAKING CONTEST OPTION EXTENDED PUBLIC CLOCKS
BOSTON
.
PAINTERS DO NOT WANT
CAPITALISTS THE
HAS AR- THE
'ORDERS OF THE BOARD AT RHODINURFORD
MUCH TO PAINT THEM;
GET EXTENSION UNTIL
RAIIIGETI FOR THIS INTERMEETING YEST1101141.Y AFOCTOBER is.
JUST $70.
' ZSTINGSVENT.
TERt400.7d.'

Til

Cleanliness of person is one of the
most distinguishing marks of refinement, an
commands at all times the highest respect.
omote cleanliness, install in your
iro
sleeping apartment or dressing room a snowywidth, one-piece Vilaadned" Porcelain Enameled Lavatory, provided with an abundant flow
of hot and cold running water.

Grants the When They First Took Their Op- Both Clocks Are Oetting- Pretty Old
and New Ones May Be Put Up
tion it Was to Only the First of
Good Liar' ts of City Possession
Next Month.
Before Many Months.
411 Ins Stare Again.

-Ibtfry Athodes

Drained—Pavements on West
Bresieray Ordered.

BI

A---Mark-of Renernent.

Sul

The two dials at the city 'hall clock
The option the Boston capitalists
bliarreger Harry C. Rhodes, of the
Yeaterday afteraeon mot the board
: street railway, gas need painting and figures 'have been
.establishment of have upon the
of public works that body, on bear- Ifinsiles-Berford
Our plumbers are skilled mechanics and do
ing the adverse report of City En- North Fourth httteet, has arranged and steam heating plants of this city gotten by Mr. John J. Meich, the
tatisfiscsery week. Let us qt...)te you prices.
felidefgineer Washington, decided that it to again turn his establishment over expires next Sundty,bVthtomo- jeweler, who ii
was inpracticable to put an iron rail- to the good ladies 'of this city for ters from afar have gotten an exten- the timepieces in the cupalo of that
ing on top the curb -at the edge of the using -period ofenine days, during tion until the Isth day of October in public building arid also First Baptist
church. Mir. Bleich jest got prices
the concrete tpavement running is which time, the Seethe furnishes the their negotiations.
When Mr. Bleecker and others quoted him so he could see what
front of Frank Jones' hardware es- noble workers with ranges and evtabFreltment at Second and Kentucky erything so they can bake cakes, took the option upon the system three it could be done for and then make
avenue. Years ago When Second cook articles of food and get up other months ago' they agreed to either some recommendation to the legislastreet was built its grade was higher editles rwhich are sold to the public. close same or abandon it first of Oc- tive boards that the work be done.
Myer, year Mr. Rhodes lets-the tober, and put up Stre,000-4
thoroughfares,
-titan the sheeting
fe- probable-thee ae-tine-bidsIts
Broadway, or Kentucky avenue, so ladies Of some ,-Ehurch society have money to gnarantee their good faith. the work will go unattended to, a
that when the new briCk street was iris store one day, and then those of Now they have asked and gotten a painters in general wanted about $yo
put down now, fire grade for the another church 'hollow with the same fifteen day extension upon their op- to paint the two dials that need the
street had Inhe cttt dovin, while that period Of time until generally it takes tion and expect to take over control fresh coat most. This is entirely too
for the sidewalk right along side about nine or ten days for him to get of the different plants by that time high, and shows that it is not so
satire remains as of old. This makes around to all of them. His house This extension was necessary on ac- much the work the painters charge
Do you want a first class Job by an
the sidewalk several feet higher than furnishes everything, and only asks count of great length of time neces- for, but the dangerous poetion in
the street and to prevent people fall- the ladies to come and take charge, sary to arrange different matters of whioh they are while painting tilt
expert ;workman? If you do take
ing from walk to thoroughfare, the do their cooking, sell the things, and importance connected with the nego- clocks on top of the high buildings.
it to
board of works had been ordered by pocket -all the money for their church tiations incidental to the sale.
The dials are in a very bad shape
The Boston people have been grad- and something will have to be done'
the municiPil legislative boards to or other good work.
This year .he 'has arranged to give ually bringiag their office men here
put an iron railing right at the edge
before long as another winter will
of the curb. The engineer says this the ft:Mowing church organizations, and now there are several installed at put them out of business altogether.
the street car office, which seems to
is impracticable and it will not be the dates mentioned:
Both the clocks on top of the hall
Ladies Aid Society of Cumberland be the main point in which they are
done.
224 Broadway,
Baptist church are getting very
and
Paducah, KYSupt. Keebler, of the city's electric Presbyterian church, Tuesday, Octo- directing their attention right at pres- old, as they have been there fcr years
ent.
light plant, was ordered to have the ber 3rd.
past, and probabilities are that before
Ladies 'Missionary Society of the
Their men are becoming familiar
4•111.0.116-... 4•1-116-41Lodrstreet inspector to get bids for the
many months new ones will be orFirst
Baptist
church,
Tuesday,
Ocplant,
in
erwith the workings of the
plumbing and other work to be done
dered and put up. The hands of the
der to be in position to take full
in getting the municipal powerhouse, tober refh.
present ones, and espec ally that on
Temple
lsreal
ladies,
Wednesday,
middle
or
next
charge when the
on Madison between Ninth and Tenth
the
church, do not run regular at
month comes, that is if they live em
abreets, connected with the City sani- October rith.
present
and cause considerable trou'Ladies
of
the
Home
of
the
Friendto
nothing
there
is
option,
and
to the
tary sewerage district.
ble and inconvenience sometimes to
less, Thursday, October Isth.
intention
so.
their
not
to
do
evidence
The city solicitor was ordered to
the people who try to go by its time.
Mir. Rhodes has already informed
have Contractor Ed Terrell sign the these ladies fhat the store is set
A Cut-Glass Bath Tub.
contract entered into with him by the aside for them during the days menLEAVES TRACK ON
Ninteenth
improvement
of
city for
SHARP CURVE
tioned, and they hailed tht informaPress.t
(New
York
street by grading and graveling same tion with great delight, as the bodies
woman,
not
an
actress
nor
Mrs.
A
from Madison to Trimble street. The are always anxious to get benefit of
Durango, Col., Sept v.—News has
Fish, danced into a glass
work has been started, but contracts the unprecedented privilege accorded "Stuyve"
reached Durango of the wreck of the
Barclay
street
'the
China
house
in
and
between city and 'Terrell have never them and flock to the establishment
other day and astonished the manager eastbound Rio Grande passenger train
been reduced to writing.
in large droves to make money for by ordering a cut-glass bath tub seven at a point between Dolores and GlenThe bids put in 'by 'contractors for their church or respective organiza- feet long, two and one-half feet wide coe, two miles west of the latter
improving Woodward street. in Me- tion. The sales for years past have and two feet deep.
place.
- ehanicsburg, all being too high were proven popular and successful teatThe train was taking a sharp curve,
"I fear it is impossible, madam,"
-rejected by the board of works which imes
he said. "I' never heard of anything when the baggage car left the track,
4-044.4.+4441+44+41sH+++.44sPese
will again advertise the work and
so large in cut glass. I doubt if any- taking with it both passenger coaches,
new bids taken. This thoroughfare
the
of
which
were
overturned,
and
LH
4
body in the world could turn out such
is in hffechanicsburg and will be
a thing. Besides, the cost would be passengers, about thirty in number,
graded and graveled.
were badly bruised and shaken up.
imrniense."
Street Inspector Alonzo Elliott reMany of them making a narrow esabout
the
"You need not Worry
ported to the board that the standcost, sir; I shall take care of that. Cape of death.
ing pond of
green-scum-covered CONTRACTOR BRIDGES OR- The question is—can you make the
Of Paduowh, KentuckS,
water in Bradshaw creek out behiad
DERED TO REPAIR THEM
FINNS TO UNITE IN PETITION.
tub
Capital and Surplus $156,000
Fountain avenue had been drained
RIGHT AWAY.
He said he would let her know
St. Petersburg, Sept a'.—The Finand the water flown off. The board
within a week. To his head salesman nish progressives of all shades of
•then ordered the inspector to have
he said that such a tub could not be
inion have decided to unite in a ED P. NOBLE,PRES.
the creek opened in sueh a way that The Street Railway Men, and Little
G. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRE&
made for less than $50,000.
common petition formulating their
water will drain off always.
Bunch of Concrete Workers,
N.
W.
VAN
CATLIN
CASHIER.
demands. This is being drawn up
City Celicitor Campherl was orderBusy on Third.
John A. Norton, a socialist leader and the progressive's declare that if it
Transacts all regular banking business.. Solicits your deposits. Pay* 4
ed to again take rip the qnestion
of Bridgeport, Conn., committed sui- is granted it will furnish a real guarshoat having pavements put on both
prig cent per annum on time certificate of deposits.. Safety boxes in Sr.
cide by inhaling gas.
antee of the tranquility of the counsides of Wiest Broadway 'from the
proof vault for rent at Ille to Ito per year SS to ahm. Yost carry your OWE
In many places along South Third
try.
point where the brick sidewalks now
Secretary of the Treasury Leslie
end, on out to Fountain avenue Ev- streets there are cracks noticed ;n the
key and no one but yourself has access.
Fire at Spokane, Wash., destroyed
ery property owner out there wants new concrete sidewalk which ha's M. Shaw will retire from the cabinet
a
property worth Serio,000.
the pavements and is willing to give just been pin down by Contractor on February T, relo6.
Vaults,
Monuments
and
Thomas
Bridges
For
General
Cemetery
in
carrying
Work
along
Uoe
for
same
up the property necessary
in front of their homes, free of cost the reconstroction work of that thor14++++4+4--'-'-h-e-e-e-ee
with exception of W. F. Bradshaw, oughfare. Sonic of the cracks are a
who wants to be paid for his prop- quarter of an inch wide and extend
erty. The former soliCitors have from the curbing clear up to the
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
'been ordered to bring condemnation fences fronting the residences abutBuilding purpose'', as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOSsuit against Bradshaw and forcibly ting.
At other places irregular
AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS; does not beURE
take possession of the preperty in cracks are found, but all of these will
come dark and discolored.
front of his home for the necessary have to be remedied before the city
walks, but this has never been done, accepts the work.
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT :
Ve
and now the present solicitor is orEngineer Washington yesterday
dered to take and bry his hand at it. stated that he had noticed the rnultEngineer Washington was instruct- phcity of cracks in the sidewalks and
WRITE OR TELEGRAPH FOR CATALOGUE TODAY BEFORE
ed to compel people to rewrite the ordered the corttratior so immediately
SOLE AGENT, iflog TRIM BLE ST., PADUCAH, KY.
obstructions someone 'has plated on tear up the concrete wherever it
YOU GO ELSEWHERE
the street along West Jefferson.
cracked in thie manner, and displace
e4-1.41111 •
The new hand sweeper for street it with new and better material.
purposes 'has arrived here from Wish- This work le to be started right
away.
ington, D. C, and Secretary Saunders
Mr. Washington said yesterday
Fowler, of the board of works was that the last
honsignment of brick
DAWSON SPRINGS, KY.
ordered to errange for use of the for the Third street
yrorlc was exsweeper on Broadway between Fifth pected within the
next few days and v3o SOUTH THIRDIST ,
PADUCAH. Kr
This fine modern hotel is now open under a new
and Ninth streets, where the bine that upon
arrival work of completing
lithic stands. This is the sweeper things
would immediately be pushed
management,for guests at, the
sent here for Indy days trial free TA through.
At present the crew of
charge by the Wlashington people, street
FAMOUS KINTUCKY WATLIUNG PLACt
railway men are putting down
and it is to be used on Broadway
their new tracks and ties near Third
to see how it works. A cart is to go
Very best, accommodations at reasonable rates
and Broad, while dower some blocks
along with it to haul away the dirt
further the Bridges men are laying
It sweeps up.
the concrete that goes across the side
Mrs. Mt F. Emery was requested
walk to the property line, wherever
to sign a deed transferring ter porDawson:Springs. Kentucky.
tion of the property through which there is a driveway leading out of
the
abutting
private
property.
an alley on the South Side of town
be run.
FOR YOWR DINNER.
The King Catfish.
Contractor Ed Hannan was award35e EVERY DAY EXCEPT SUNDAY,
ed the contract of putting the toilet
iA dispsteh htorn The upper °filo
-1111
0
117
a
. es cToretlii—aT th Ctty
(Ine-pod.)
Hall annex, which is the two story states that after a battle which lasted
DINNEI, SUNDAY, WINE INCLUDED 50e, ta:eo to I.
an
hour
and
*
double-tenement building standing
half and during whIcii
General Cartage Business,
he was towed snore than a mile down
beside the hall.
The board ordered that no electric the Ohio river in his row boat, a
Office
Superior Facilities for
light be placed at Twertfth and Salem fisherman captured a monster catfish
Handling Freight, Machinery
2nd and Monroe
avenue on account of the powerhouse that tipped the beam at I3Q I-2
now carrying as many lights as elet- pounds. This huge firth has been the
Both 'Phones
And Household Goods.
terror of fithermen along that part of
tricity can be supplied for.
The city solicitor was ordered to the river for years, and has made
\ draw up the ordinances prociding away with more lines and specially
that concrete sidewalks be placed constructed hooks and gaffs than 'he
We Write Anything in Insurance
placed along both sides of Harrison conld equal in weight. It was with a
!ninth
from Eighth to Thirteenth streets,
steel hook, well imbedded in Office 306 Broadway
Phones: Office 383—Residence 1696
and on Eleventh between Madison a bait of river and fastened to a 2oand Mionroe streets. • The property foot trace ehain that he was taken.—
owners of that vicinity long since Mk. Carmel RepubScan.
petitioned for those pavements but
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boilersame has never yet been laid.
Judge Bentcm, in the Clark circuit
Street Inspector Alonzo Elliott court, refused' to vacate the bench
was ordered to have the Illinois Cen- in the contempt proceedings against
GENERAL INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE AGENCY. SPECtral 'railroad to repair things at Sec- Judge ;ernes Hargis far alleged comond and Monroe streets so the pnblie plicity in the enticing away of drit- IAL ATTENTION TO ALL CLASS OF GUARANTY BONDS'.
Residence Phone 726
Office Phone 369,
gutter would not be stopped up and fleeces in the damage suit of Mrs,
DpN'T ASK YOUR FRIENDS—WE FURNISH SECURITY.
water prevented from flowing off. James B. Marretrrnr for the murder of
OLD PHONE NO. am.
When the I. C. run its switch track her husband
across that corner, over to behind
Covington's, it Shoveled the dirt ped lip and water prevented from
THE REGISTER, 10 CENTS PER WEEK.
mound so that the gutter was stop- flowing off.
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BUSINESS NOTES
THE SADDLE CO. TO GIVE SET
OF HARNESS TO COMMERCIAL CLUB.

Subscription to Wheel Co. About
Complete—Building Operations—
Horse Show, Etc.

The Paducah Saddle company of
Fourth and Jefferson street has informed Secretary Coors, of the Corns
mercial club, that it is now making a
tine 'set of harness which it intends,
giving the Commercial club to go
along with the first class buggy to be
presented the business organization
by the Hardy Buggy factory which
started last week. The latter concern gives - to the Commercial body
the first buggy turned out at its plant
and now this harness is to go along
with it. The *club will raffle the buggy and harness off, keep half the
proceeds. and then donate the other
half to the Horne of the Friendless,
if the latter institution will receive.
'money raised by a raffle.

r.

Tearing House Down.
William
Contractor
Yesterday
Lockaood started tearing down the
old Murrell homestead at Fourth and
Ailionroe streets, to make room for
Ihe new two story brick it
log going up there. It is to-ise eon.,
structed by !stirs. Bettie Muckner and
will be completed late in the fall.
Poteadttion.
Work on the foundation for the
concrete home Dr. Phil Stewart intends erecting at Ninth and Monroe
streets will be started off right away.
so as to let it rtst and get settled
by time spring comes, when the home
will be put up.
Mks Building.
None of the contractors have yet
left their bids with Architect 0. b.
Schmidt. wherein they quote what
figure they will construct the Elks
home for. The bids are to be opened
next Monday by the Elks building
company, and before them all the
contractors will have in their propositions.
Tobeleco Negotiations.
Colonel Micheal Griffin was here
from Murray yesterday and states
that nothing has yet been done at
Hopkinsville by Messrs Fcrigo and
Dunnington, who are the main representatives in this country of the tobacco buying department for the Italian government. These bentlemen
are still inspecting the samples of the
Sow hogsheads of tobacco the farmers asociation wants to sell them.

rks

EDIBLES

Only St,000 Left.
Yesterday the business men succeeded in getting all told Soma raised.
- to take the gto,000 bond issue to be
floated here by the steel wheel factory. This leaves only jr,000 yet to
be pledged, and this will be procured
today. Then Messrs Raurn and Carroll, of Chicago, will be notified to
come here and arrange matters for
installation of the plant.

if

Establishments Close.
Next Satutday the merchantile establishments controlled in this city by
the Jewish residents will be closed
on account of the New Year coming
in Messrs Vt:aliers.tein.brothers will
give all of their attaches a fine outing
Up to Echo springs, Livingston coun, where they go to spend the day
ith a big picnic

Prepared By the Ladies of Paducah

for Cbarityto Sake
BEGINNING TUESDAY OCTOBER 1
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lliE LADIES COMPOSING THE SEVERAL CH'URCH SOCIETIES AND CHARITABLE ORGANIZATIONS OF PADUCAH WILL
1 i
HOLD
.
4
.
- A COOKING EXHIBITION AT OUR STORE, WHERE THEY WILL BAKE CAKES, PIES AND FANCY PASTRIES
TO BE SOLD BY
.
4 THEM EACH DAY. THE ENTLRE PROCEEDS TO GO TO THEIR SOCIETIES. EVERYTHING WILL BE FURNISHED THEM
SO THAT THEY VIILL BE AT N 0 EXPENSE WHATEVER. EACH SOCIETY TAKING PART IN THIS EXHIBIT WILL BE
ASSIGNED A DAY, AND THE PUBLIC IS CORDIALLY INVITED TO CALL AND SEE THEM. YOU
WILL FIND PLENTY THAT IS
•• GOOD TO EAT.

11
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1:
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..
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1
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LADIES' AID SOCIETY OF THE CUMBERLAND PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH
GRACE CHURCH GUILD OF GRACE EPISCOPAL CHURCH,
,
THE CATHOLIC LADIES OF ST. FRANCIS DE SALES CATHOLIC CHURCH
RAMSEY SOCIETY OF BROADWAW M. E. CHURCH
LADIES' HOME MISSION SCOCIETY OF TRIMBLE STREET M
E CHURCH
LADIES' AID SOCIETY OF THIRD STREET M

E

CHURCH

LADIES' MISSIONARY SOCIETY OF FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
LADIES OF THE TEMPLE OF ISRAEL
LADIES' BOARD OF THE HOME OF THE FRIENDLESS

HAVE TUESpAY, a TOBER 3.
HAVE WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 4.
HAVE THURSDAY,OCTOBER 5.
HAVE FRIDAY, OCTOBER 6.
HAVE SATURDAY, OCTOBER 7.
HAVE MONDAY, OCTOBER 9.
HAVE TUESDAY,OCTOBER 10.
HAVE WEDNESDYY, OCTOBER 11.
HAVE THURSDAY,OCTOBER 12.

1Remember You Are Welcome. Come and
Help the Ladies Make It a Big Success

W
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Horse Show Meets.
This evening at the Commercial
chili headquarter; on South Third
street another meeting will be held
by the Horse Show committees to
continue ontlining their arrangements
for the approaching affair. Only the
gentlemen gather this everting. They
are gradually getting things in shape
for She affair which is only three
weeks off now,
MILITARY PROTECTION.
Frankfort, Ky., Sept. 27.—Gov.
Beckham last Melt ordered that two
companies of infantry and a detachment of battery of the state guard
proceed today to Russellville to protect W. R. Fletcher and Guy Lyon
during their trial there for criminal
assault. The .Hopkinsville and 'BowlCHARGE OF SNEED
ing Green companies of infantry and THOgE IN
ASSEMBLE AT
ESTATE
Frankfort battery have been designatLEXINGTON. t
ed for the duty.
Troops accompanied Fletcher to
Russellville in August last for trial
The jury disagreed., Both he and Tomorrow There Will Be Selected
Lyon are in jail at 'Bowling Green
the Committee That Visits the
or safe-keeping.
Towns Over the State.

TRUSTEES GATHER

If

HARGROVE AND MILNERClinton, Ky., Sept. 27.—Judge Spirit
today rendered a decision that Chby
Hargrove and J. R. Milner were the
rightful nominees of Fulton county
for judge and clerk and ordered that
the present clerk of that county have
their names placed on the ballot.
The Hickman delegation failed to
appear again-t them.
726

or

The first day's trip of the Kentncky
alfalfa and corn speciat attracted
larger crowds than had been anticipated.
Ten stops were made from
Louisville to Richmond, and more
than t,,too farmers were out to hear
the lectures of the experts on the
train

Paducah, Ky.
Insurance Funds in Politics.
the eastern part, one to central aad
They
Kentucky.
*estern
(Nashville Banner.)
the other to
are known as Methodist colleges, but
As was to be expected, the revelaanyone can attend same. There twill tion that the New York Life Insurbe a theological department 4oe resin- ance- cip-Kiiiii-CcRiTildlif-d -$.95,aeo- or
ing students desiring to enter the the funds of the cottypany to the reMethodist pulpit as ministers.
publican campaign fund in tcgo, and
The different cities over the state ar.o that similar contributions were
want to get one of these colliges.and made in 1896 and 1900, is eliciting
this committee will gti out and..visrtt-sydespread 'comment anti criticism.
the respective towns, look over the It requires no argument to show
sites offered fori location thereon of that the managers of a life insurance
thi institution, and get informed as to company have no authority to use
other indocamenta the towns offer trust funds for advancing the interfor capture of the prizes.
ests of any political party, and the
The Paducah committee :is daily. fiat, as shown in the case of the
getting things in shape to close the New York Life, that the campaign
option it has on s'tes, and when the conibution - was not frankly recordcommittee visits this city, they ;Nill ed upon the .hooks of the company,
he offered propositions which it is but was simply "Charged against cash
believed will cause Paducah to be in the Hanover hank," shows that the
chosen as the town for the college management did not regard it as a
which goes to western Kentucky.
strictly legitinate expenditure, and
therefore sought to conceal its nat--

Tomorrow at Lexington, Ky, there
will be held the meeting by the tiustees on the Mts. Sneed estate, and
at that Session the trustees will select the committee which is to visit
the different cities over the state and
decide vhere :shall be located the
three 'hillethodist colleges to be constructed out of the millions left in
the estate of Mrs. Sneed donated to
the Lottisvilile conference of the
(Houston, Tex., Post.)
Ilfiethodist church.
"I suppose he clasped yon in
Mrs. Sneed gave' her estate to
conference mentionl and trusters arms when the canoeinpset?"
"No, quite the opposite."
were put in charge o sitne. They In"Quite the opposite?"
vested the money and now have enough On hand to put up three college' "Yes; the canoe upset when
somewhere in this state, one to go to clasped me in liis arms."

nc.t alter the moo- so far as it relates
to tile marrageniera's responsibility in
a 1..auciary trust and the rights of
the policy holders. It is well undergo:it-the-money and business interests of the country in the main
were convinced that the accession of
the democratic party to power in
1896, two and 1904 would threaten a
gener41 detrimental firiancal reaction,
and insurance company managements
shared in this conviction or apprehension, but they exceeded their authority when they gave of the company's funds to be used for party political purposes. Doubtless many of
the policy holders in (he New York
Life voted for Bryan or for Parker,
and if the president of the company
had announced that he had made a
contribution of many thousand* of
dollars to the republican campaign
fund there would have been a v gorous protest that would have made
the situation exceedingly embarrasstire.
ing and probably have compelled his
The,plea made by Vice-President resignation.
Perkins in justification of these remarkable expenditures, is that it
William H. Kirpatrii k. I prominent
was deemed best for the interests of insurance man of
Philadelphia, was
Use insurance, company and the poli- found dead under circumstances
indicy holders, and that these contribu- cative of 5nicide.
tions should not be considered as ordinary campaign contributiona, does

/

emmaea
The Oak Tree's Reverie.
(Atlanta Constitution.)
"I feel that trouble's coining,"
said the Oak Tree. "The wind blows
kneen o'nights now and I feel a sOrter loosenin. of my leaves—a sudden
shiver as the sap thrills through mg
veins. Old Winter's on the way. for,
over there, in the fields made fair. by
Sunshine, I see the yellow corn, and
the song o'the reapers has silenced all
the birds. But, I'm not conplaining.
for I've had a halleluia time the summer long! My broad, cool branches
waved welcome to the winds, and rain
and sunlight shimmered in my laughing leaves! My shadow was rest and
recompense to the sunburned toilers.
and the tempests blew all the birds
to my embracin garms. And when
winter strips my branches bare of
bloom the earth will be all glorious
with rrsy golden leaves. I shall but
sleep a while and hear later springtime singing in my dreams1"
Judge R. L. Stout, in the Franklin
circuit court, rendered
judgment
against the Louisville and, Nashville
in favor of the commonwealth for
$12.2oo, alleged to be due as penalty
and interest on franchise taxes paid
under a ruling of the United States
supreme court.

•si

Tell the Truth.
indicates that the "Old Lady" lost her
man with Ale load' gives the flCourier:Journal.)
(Louisville
•••••••,,
,V,"
,
handicapout
in
was
an
blurted
similarly
irand
temper
low who is
do not know whether the PaWe
"
ped:,
and
may
a
showing
lack
responsible
ducah REgister is conducted by hon"The Louisville Times which
n, to put it politely,' orable, self-respecting persons, who,
of
informatio
did some squealing for the PalPUBLISHED BY THE
and it is this:
pursuing a much-mistaken and a very
mer and Buckner ticket in 1895,
CO.,
REGISTER NEWSPAPER
bad line of newspaper usage, fa4 into
has
which
the
never
"The Register,
is now liberally denouncing
(Incorporated)
unconscious habit of misrepresentan
Bid
very
been
have
to
much
appeared
repudiate
X
'squealers' who .
Broadway.
513
Building,
or whether it is merely •a slangRegister
ation,
Goebel
At
assassin.'shocked by the
Goebel's hand-painted nominaregulation
*hanging partisan of the
ation, rarely loses an opportution."
Stripe, which does not "care a cent"
nity to harp upon the !electon'
"Uncle Hank Watterson is now
JAMES E. WILHELM, President.
Truth, or__"give e_damn" to be
for
•
of
and
the
Goe`dePeat'
''of
Taylor
demoTreasurer.
the
,
strutting arotoxi in
JOHN WILHELM
but, whichever it be, it stands
Right;
bel."
ROBERT S. WILHELM, Secretary. cratic reservatii, as if he were
in
of instruction, if not of reneed
The dear "Old Lady" should read
'the main prop.'
in the way of a good
and,
buke,
Entered at the postoffice of PaduWe will now turn over to another The Register with nacre care. If so mother, the Old Lad., at the Corner
matter.
cah, Ky., as second-class mail
date and find this from the Nashville in the issue of January 31, Iwo, the proposes to take it across her lap and
Amer can, another democratic news- morning after Mr. Goebel was shot, apply the slipper to it
Terms to Subscribers.
From a recent editorial of The
which on December 30, 1899, in discussing the affair will be found
$5.00 paper,
blindly one-sided, we quote
Register,
One Year
this editorial expression:
2.50 said:
following:
the
Six Months
"The Register was opposed to the
"Mr. Watterson is kept busy
Three Months
"It is quite amusing to see the Owexplaining.. ii ow it is a paper can
election of Mr. Goebel, and has free- ensboro Messenger and the CourierOne Week
in
ly given its reasons, basing iei obbe against? the •Turney contest
urnal engaged in a spat about ma'.id for the Goebel
principally upon the methods chine politics,. Both of these papers
Tennessee
jections
Anyone failing to receive this paper
employed by him in pursuing his po- in tfloa were thf most ardent supcontest in 'Kentucky. It still
regulraly should report the matter to
difference
e
considerabl
makes
litical ambitions, hut in the matter porters of the infamous proceedings
The Register office at once. Teleof falling a victim to an assassin's of the Music Hall convention, and did
whose cx i.; gored."
318.
d
phone Cumberlan
go out to h'm, much to mislead the people of this
If The Register was guilty of stat- bulkt, our sympathies
443
.
'
one of his friends feels a deep state and to deceive them about the
and
no
of
attitude
ing Untruths about the
er contempt than we do for the cow- real facts of the notorious affair. But
the Courier-joornal 'n 1899, is it not ard who fired the murderous bullet
in spite of all of their malicious and
4cH11•1711 :•1W1,1:121110
rather remarkable that the two lead- through his body. The Register is a false report: the Goebel ticket was
TO PAY FOR A-BUCK'S
., •
12 MONTHS, 52 WEEKS IN WHICH
papers of Tennessee lover of.,fair play and manly conduct, honestly and fairly defeated; and as
democratic
JUST THINK
ing
HEATER.
*lb
STEEL RANGE, COOK STOVE OR
and abhors the idea of one man, en- the years go by the people will look
takeethe same view of the matter?
OF SUCH TERMS!
trenched in safety, firing upotr anothof igoo as the
And from the paragraphs quoted er man without a moment's warning. back to the early days
Thursday Morning, Sept. 28,_1975.
hisblackest in Kentucky's political
above that appeared in thoe papers It was but the act of a scoundrel' and
tory when two damnable crimes were
do they not establish the fact that a coward."
perpetrated—one was the assassinaANNOUNCEMENTS.
Editor Watterson was giving editorThat was printed in plain English ton of William Goebel and the other
The Register is authorized to an- ial support to the outrages perpetrat- and speaks for itself. Will our worthy was the overthrow of the will of the
nounce HARRY S. ALLEN as a ed on the democrats, and later on the preceptor indicate what should he peopk as expressed at the ballot box
candidate for Coroner of McCracken voters of Kentucky? Oh, no! . The added to make it more forceful or sixty days before—one man was robbed of his life and the people robbed
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Parties coming in from Cairo report that it seems the quarantine authorities' are becoming more rigid
than ever at that point, and their
foolishness continues growing with
their vardancy. One business man
stated yesterday that if there etie,r was
the limit it is Palmer and Egan, the
two men holding cortificates as doc•tors. who have charge of the quarantine at that place. Tonrisfs corning there are treated like cattle and
convicts, as when they are changing
from one train to another, they are
lined up just like penitentiary birds
doing the "Lock-step," and marched
single file from one cdach to another,
with there coming,..along side some
-guards, whose presence adds to the
scene a suspicion that wild animals
are being handled.
It is reported that a number of
places over the Aunty have raised
their quarantine, but none of the larger places have done this. Those
big cities closed to the infected district have not one half the rigidity
about their quarantine as the foolish
measures adopted by the Cairo people, and The Egyptian city inhabitants, together with Palmer and Egan, are becoming the laughing stock
of the country according to people
coming in from long travels.
A well known and prom:nent citizen of Cairo remarked a few days
ago that Palmer and Egan were of
the class that desired to get their
names into print so some one would
know there is a
doctor by those
names. Before the quarantine they
were never heard of, and this leading
Cairoite continued that aid looked upon them as 'being of the kind tickled
with cheap notoriety, and also that
one week after the quarantine their is
raised and Palmer and Egan return
to their usual obscure position in life,
no one in Cairo will ever have remembered they were there.

There are at present four pupil
nurses attending the training school
at Riverside hospital, learning the
profession. All are admitted to the
school: where they have to remain
several years before they are issued
certificates attesting the fact of their
competency to handle cases.
The board of directors will doubtless limit the number of pupils to be
admitted to the school, as they do not
care toptarden the institution with too
many, as each young lady is given
her bed and board and $2.50 per
week, for helping atound the hospital
while receiving her instructions. If
too many were gotten on hand it
would mean a useless expense and
tax.
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0.D. Schmidt

7. B. harrison,

Dr. Childress

•
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•s t
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Dr- Stamper,
Dentist.

,Taylor & Lucas,

Dr. B. T. Hall

D. Sidney Smith .

Dr. B. B. Griffith

11.1. Rivers,M. D.
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SCARLET FEVER

1

Board of Health to Fight
Danger of Epidemic
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with hammering and knocking, but
he finds not much noise is to be made,
and his plumbers were working at
the task several hours of yesterday.
They will have the larger valves in
right away and this will remedy the
defect in the present system wherein
the valves being so small enough
water cannot rush through them.

Illinois Central Railroad
TIME TABLES
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height with layer after layer of po(Springfield, Mass., Republican.)
not be of the scarlet variety. She
the road, he being their
represented
tatoes
without
affecting
producthe
Opening our minds to the truth
attended the room of Miss Lizzie Chief counsel for Kentucky. Tax
quality
ing
his
of
composition
and
that war is one of the great central
Singleton, at the Lee building on
CommiseOner W. L. Tarbet and
facts of out time and that never be- that he can have new potatoes for Fourth and Ohio streets:P. T. Hannagan and L. A.
Messrs.
any
in
market
any
at
of
climate
time
gfore in history were such careful and
No more new cases have developed,
Chicago, were also here
vcoet134preparations for it made, tl(e the year.
and the? only two rooms dismissed Harkness, of
trial.
the
ettending
discussions
tor
reed
are those of Miss Virginia Johnson,
and measures
The Standard Oil group of New at the Fourth and Ohio building and
that will strike at the roots of it and
It is again rumored that the boy
TAKE NO SUBSTITUTE
not play gracefully around its edges York, financiers is said to have ob- Mies Cathev Thomas, at the Washis apparent. The czar, in forrmilat- tained control of tfltetiOn securities ington building, on West Broadway. king of Spain is to be married shortBROS. & CO.'S CELEing a programme for the next con- in Ohio and Tadians with a par 'value
ly, the prospective bride being the
BRATED
We are preparing to advertise in
of
$83,150,000 at a reported cash outPrincess Ena, of Battenberg, a niece
gress, can easily be to "practical,'
Putting New Valves In
the Northwest, and if you want to
Other similar
let him rather push forward strong lay of Sen,000,000.
Yesterday Contractor E. Hannan. of King Edward, of England.
proposals for preserving' internation- traneactOnet are known to be pend- the plumber, put his men to work of
sell your farm, list it with us and we
collective
note
the
from
pow
six
al Alimony fkom among the various ing.
A
putting new valves in the toilet room
think we can sell it for you. Try us.
dislo-nted poitits in the laws of war
at the building on Fifth and Ken- !ere interested to the Porte declares
Action will be filed October 8 to de tucky avenue, es-) a larger flow of that the determination to control the
which are mire to form, in large
measure, the staple' of debate. The dare judicially dead Chas. Henning, water could gush through same and finances of Macedonia is unalterable.
mere discussions would at least be who, seven years ago absconded from carry off the deposit in the basins.
Age from the typhoon -it "Nes. "dile reitote Department'
taking shout $R,000 of the The contractor thought he would wait
edupparl and there would be .profit
A young woman was brutally mur- , at . ands and vicinity .is
greater than tist church riveet's rvetings Rank,
in t
up public sentiment, which funds of the Bank of Louisville with and put in the new valves after school dered in the Meretham tunnel of the
_tar I of at first reported.
Gardner. of Washington snk.
iest ret rt, must remain re- him.
in 1
hours so as not to disturb the scholars London and Southern railway
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ALL RECORDS BROKEN

Pack\ best

d
The clearing sale of Chamblee Bros. is a wonderful success, crowds are immense. We are in position to supplt
thousands with Clothing, Hats; Underwear and Furnishings. There are many articles you can use at prices.yo
may never again have the opportunity of buying at.

Depend
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hi fa"
II
Iiirl
p
ha

HERE ARE SOME OF THE PRICES

Mens' and Boys' Suits And Pants
MEN'S $4no SUITS
MEWS $5.00 SUITS
MEN'S $7.50 SUITS
MEN'S $10.00 SUITS
MEN'S $ra.00 SUITS
MEN'S $15.co SUITS
MEN'S $20.00 SUITS

1.98

i

$2.48
$3.4'5
.48

.48

....

MONEY BACK
+
y
IF GOODS ;s:ZE NOT
•••
ENTIRELY SATISFACTORY -s.:
+
•S
Y
•4;•:-:•-:-S-:-.:--:-S-:-:-:-:-:-.:-:-:-:-:-:-.:••:-:-.*-O-:-.'o.*-

MEN'S
MEN'S
MEN'S
MEN'S
MEN'S

4e
130
380
80

roc HANDKERCHIEFS
15c SOCKS
25c SUSPENDERS
75c DRESS SHIRTS
25c TIES

70

Mens' Ladies and Childrens' Shoes.
$2.48
MEN'S $3.5o SHOES
$1.98
MEN'S $3.Oo SHOES
$1.69
MEN'S $1.50 SHOES
$1.19
MEN'S $5.00 SHOES

p7.48
V.98
•

............

CHAMBLEE V BROS.,'Paducah, Ky.
430 Broadway. opposite Palmer House.

A Cool Refreshing Drink.

Telephone 548.

The best proof of our reliability is the number of
Prescriptions that goes on
our file each day.

Mrs. Amanda Wilhelm goes to
Louisville today to visit her sister,
Mrs. Eva Mud*.'Colonel Michael Griffin, the tobacco buyer, is in the city from Murray,
but goes back today.
-MT. Bert King, the cornet' player
of Vincennes, Ind., has come hcrc to

The best test is a trial.
:‘*You must

be

fair

to
:et the

Our label stinds for \ fair-

MATINEE AND NIGHT

'FOR SALE-On North Sixth and
Boyd,loire 4 and one 5 room house.
Inquire roz8 Trimble street.

ni
is

13thedere

THE AURORA liORALIS OF
ALL FUNNY SHOWS.

FOR RENT: Second and third
floors of building on vorner Third
and Kentucky avenue; shoo rooms on
first floor suitable for business office at very reasonable prices. H.
RIGHT IN THE SWIM.
An entrancing spectacular production, Manunen, Jr.
presenting two farcical fr4 lics
FOR SALE-A two-story frame
The Big Chief of All the
dwelling, seven rooms, lasge reception hall, hot and cold water, good
buildings, nice yard with shade
out
More specialties, scenery,
Wil sell on terms to snit parwees.
costumes and GIRLS
Chaser. Price reasonable. ApplY at
than and other similar
X1.4 North Seventh street. New
attraction.
phone No. 630.
Prices 25c, 35e, 30C, 73C, $1 00.
Seats on Sale Saturday ci a. in.

It
fr

THERE IS NOTHING THAT BRACES UP A MAN
ON A- HOT DAY LIKE A COOL REFRESHING DRINK
OF

MI
PI
Cl

the Master Brew

Weber's "Dainty Duchess."

r-------

yourself and your doctor.

MONDAY, OCT, 2

gentle horse.
FOR SALE-A
Phoue 1215 at 1754 Monroe street.

+ONE THOUSAND OTHER
X
ARTICLES TOO NUMEROUS TO MENTION.):

1:-:-+++++++++++++++44-1-2÷:-:-H4

ABOUT THE PEOPLE THE KENTUCKY POPULAR WANTS

•

4

the owners of the independent telephone
company of here, yesterday went to
Louisville to arrange for connections
between his company and the long
ASK FOR BELVEDERE, THE MASTER BREW,
distance lines operated through the
BE
SATISFIED.
South by independent companies.
Mks. King Brooks and Mrs. John
ASK.THe.. T.JOCTOR
Goodwin went yesterday to visit in
Evansville.
H
Mrs. John Ladd, of Cairo, has returned 'home after visiting Mrs. James
Leigh, of South Eleventh street.
WHEN IT LtAKS THROUGH
Mr. George DuBois went to PhilaThursday Morning, Sept. 28, 1905.
"
YOUR ROOF ON TO YOUR PARhi# yesterday to re-enter medi3
LOR FLOOR, YOU PUT SOMEPcollege.
.4./ business
loess Vennie Edwards ha., returned Peggy Erten Paris Has the Crowds THING UNDER THE LEAK
sions. Fir
LITTLE
ALLOW
YOU
YET,
from visiting in Smithland.
to.$0
lath
With Her Nightly.
EKE OLD RELIABLE PAWNBROKER rt
LEAKS IN YOUR FINANCES
Kr. Lem Ogilvie yesterday went
AT
I
pre
t'.'"n
NESS
a
BRO.'
IMMORE
FAR
WHICH ARE
to Dawson for a sojourn.
Clan. Ont
"
DON'T
YOU
THAT
PORTANT
Clinton,
of
Reddick,
Samuel
osteopath,
444Irs.
to.datt
Mrs. E. L. Whiteside',
a politician
WATCHES.
serely. the STOP. PLACE A HOME SAVPeggy from Paris
609 1-2 Broadway; Phones, Old 1434 Ky., is visiting Mrs James Nagel.
less of cu.biack shee
for
Elea
Watches
7-jewel
roe
sawni val INGS BANK UNDER THE LEAK
winner - cp.°
Mr. Jeff J. Reed returned yester- prise
and New 76r.
yorodsoolte oaltudi
$3 so; so 7-jewel Elea Witticism
great Columbia feather day from Union City, Tenn., where grounds, as every night slmer tthe fes- IN YOUR FINANCES. IF YOU
-The
80
Wein
Nil Piing be
for
cum.
and
so
zo
year
in
works now located at lois Clark he is still promoting the interurban tival commenced this tent has been ALLOW IT TO GO ON UN13
and
MUSICAL
11
and
so
16-00
$7.50;
Ilthold
new
Nothing
CARPET
over taxed beyond its capacity and CHECKED NOT YOUR
Manufacturers of all kinds route..out of that city.
street.
jewel watches, such as the Bun
they
op to
CHARACbecause
worefica
WHOLE
Fiddles,
YOUR
roo
away
BUT
turned
developed.
ha.
hundreds
of pillows and bedding.
and
Special
Street
Special,
3 se to
23.00, to be sold ii
Miss litarie Roth went to Louisville could not get inside. She is an es- TER AND FORTUNE WILL BE
-Yesterday was fair and warmer
Crescent Street, worth $33 to
Ladies and RUINED
Sra 5o. 100 Cmitars„ worth from
pec:al favorite
than for several days. Last night yesterday for a visit.
sale price $1111 to $ag.so.
$55.00;
yester$5 oo to $15 oo Sale price. $1.75
THESE' LITTLE
ONE OP
Misa Lizzie Hall returned
children, but hundreds di men visit
was calm and &Ise The prediction
OVERCOATS
to $o so. se Ac•..ordeons ranging
for today is for fair and still warmer day from visiting at Hickory Grove. her daily and nightly. The perform- STEEL BANKS KEPT IN YOUR
too
to be sold reOvercoats
brotber,
in price from $450 to $15 oo;
Miss Mearie Coyle and
ance seeems new every time it is put HOKE ENABLES YOU TO SAVE
atmosphere.
gardless of cost or value; 300
sale price, $s go to $7 so,
Frank, have returned from spending on and nothing monotonous exists LOTS OF MONEY YOU NOW
worth
Overcoats
tuiredeetned
Livingston county.
HAVE'
in
YOU
summer
BECAUSE
WASTE
the
show.
the
around
CLOTHING.
Fell Into Pit.
from $6 oo to Sao oo. go at $3 oo
Frank Slaughter and wife, of
yes- NO GOOD WAY OF SAVING IT
Mr.
attraction
this
of
receipts
The
C.
to 119 so.
Engineer J. L. Bealen of the I.
r,000 Pairs Pants, all new and
Cedar Bluff. are visiting Captain and terday showed that Oaeg 1,000 people ONE DOLLAR WILL START AN
AND
GUNS
goods, all $1.5o pan.
was brought here from Louisville yes- NErs. John Slaughter.
PISTOLS.
up-to-date
ACCOUNT
turned
visited it, and everyone vrsa
A
Pistols
fine
d
line
sn
of
Guns
get:• all °$s oo and
terday tnofning and placed in the
price,
Sale
GreenMir. Albert McDonald. of
away highly pleased, which is suffito be "old et the very lowest
railroad hospital for treatment of his ville. Miss., is visiting Captain John
S2 So pants go at $z.4; all $3-so
cient recommendaton for merit,s of
Also a large stock of
•badly sprained wrist that was in- Slaughter.
priers.
and $4 oo pants go at $2 79; all
the feature. It is regarded by all as
our $4 5o and $6 oo tailor made
jured bg"falling into the roundhouse
unredeemed guns and pistols to
was here yester- the roost popular place on Ae
Grigsby
A.
E.
Mr.
be sold at year own price
pit at the Falls- City. He lives on day from Louisville on business% He
pants go at j3 48. 100 emits and
South Ninth street here in this city. is assistant state manager of Ken- grounds.
SHOES
vests to be sold regardless of
We
have
1,isoo
pairs
of
new,
upor value.
cost
Assurtucley for the Equitable Life
NOTICE RED MEN.
Supt Egan Out
ance soeiety.
All members of Otego Tribe No.
Supt. A. H. Egan, of The Illinois
Mrs. S M. Gardner has returned t'so. F 0. R. M. are requested to be
Central railroad, is able to be ottl from Coliersvilk, Tenn., and is at at the wigwam tonight at 7:3o p. tn.
217 BROADWAY.
STORE WILL BE OPEN EV FRY EVENING UNTIL.r50
again after a ten days confinement Oil home of her daughter.Mrs. Hal Epecial work in the adoption, warwith illness at his home in Louisville. Ccirbett. or North Ninth.'
riors, and chisrs degree.
He was able to come down to DawMrs. W. H. Roberts, Mrs. Reka
D. A. CROSS. Acting Sachem
son several days ago, but has now lenning and Alone Denning. of M'eC. F. WilLSTACH, C. of R.
exHe
Jones,
gone back to Louisville.
tr000lis. are visiting Mrs. J. C.
pects to get to this city' by the last of North Tenth
Don't You Forget It.
of this week.
Mr. Leo Pettit yesterday went to
Palms, ferns and asparagat at
Owensboro to work for the L. de N. special prices at Brunson's, vs Broad ARE THE "ORIGINAL Towtc
roa,1
Hit In Head.
way, on Wednesday and Thursday. CAPSULES.'
Futa Acre Williams, of Mint- "Souvenir."
Brakeman J. D. White colored, is
THE ONES THAT HAVE MADE
Messrs
t the hospital ,ith a deep gash cut 1-ay. ie,isitinir her brothers,
A REPUTATION IN PAtop
SUCH
on
standing
was,
Acree.
td
B.
A.
He
I
C.
in his head.
lion 'fake C.Orilett and wife of
,of an engine tender while ibis train
DUCAH FOR CURING CHILLS
was crossing the Cumberland river Nit'irkfiffe are visiting Me. and Mrs.
AND MALARIA.
bridge, when a beam of the structure lisl Corbett. of North Ninth.
PRICE Soc..
Mrs. lames William has returned
struck. him and inflicted the gash.
TONIC.
GgEERAL
A
IS
OTHER.
NO
TAKE
from Mayfield where she visited her
LL CURE.
CERMAIWtHI
A
Brand.
ARE
GUARANTEED.
Art
THEY
Mrs.
NOTICE RED MIEN.
A PURE BLOOD REMEDY.
Mr. W. L. Adams. of Lexington, is
All members of Otego Tribe No.
WILL CURE NERVOUS TROU60, E. 0. R. M. are requested to he visiting 'his daughter. Mrs. L. B.
AND WILL RESTORE THE
BLES
at the wigwam tonight at 7:30 p. m. Pagan.
AND SICKLY TO PERWEAK
rpecial work in the adoption, warHEALTH.
FECT
brakeForest Jones, an 0. & M
IF, and chiefs &Tice.
Sts. phone 231
FOR SALE AT ALL DRUG
man, was killed by his train at Union
D. A. CROSS, Acting Sachtm.
11 & Clap Sta.. phone 38.
STORES.
City, Tenn,
C. F. WIILSTACH. C. of R.
ness to all

GIRL SHOWS.

1113HER SONS
!DRUG STORE

LOCAL NEWS

Leaky Roofs.

d

PRIZE WINNER
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MAKES IT
MALT
THE PURE, HIGH GRADE
STRENGTHENING. THE CAREFULLY SELECT B D
HOPS MAKE IT COOLING. THE SKILLFUL BREWING GIVES IT A PECULIARLY REFRESHING, SATISFYING*FLAVOR NOT FOUND IN OTHER -BEERS.
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BEN MICHAEL.

Bacon's Malarial
Ionic Capsules

USE KEVIL'S

I

C:

%

Hrietocrat flour

r.11

a

Lemon Chill Tonic

BACON5S
DRUG STORES.

- The Very Best Flour That Money
Can Buy.

'11
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If

FULL LINE SASH, DOOR.S, PINE FLOORING ANDmALL OTHER BUILDING MATERIAL.

Sherrill-Russell Lumber Co.
INCORPORATED.

Both 'Ph9.n•5, 295.

Prompt Delivery
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